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Abstract 
The paper presents a comparison of time expressions translations from Slovak to Bulgarian language using existing Bulgarian-
Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian electronic text corpora. It uses techniques of concordances and collocations generation from sentence 
aligned parallel bilingual text corpora to compare semantic content and related translations. The approach is applicable in 
language teaching and is useful for teaching less resourced languages. 
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1. Introduction 
Acquisition of time expressions is essential part of language learning and translation. It is more important and 
difficult to evaluate that task for languages with limited available bilingual text resources and dictionaries.  
Further, we are going to present methodology based on the use of parallel bilingual electronic text corpora and 
related statistical approaches to study time expressions for Bulgarian and Slovak language (Simkova, 2015). We will 
detect and compare examples of time expressions for both languages and will evaluate related results.  
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2. Bulgarian-Slovak /Slovak-Bulgarian Text Corpora 
Until recently, Bulgarian and Slovak languages have been evaluated as under-resourced languages with respect to 
their bilingual text resources. However recently, large-scale parallel electronic bilingual text corpora for both 
languages have been created within the framework of two joint bilateral research projects. The existing parallel 
bilingual electronic texts resources for both languages consist of two Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian text 
corpora which can be regarded as complementary. 
The first parallel Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian electronic text corpus consists of texts mostly from 
periodicals and includes related issues of the “Official Journal of European Union” translated into Bulgarian and 
Slovak language (Dimitrova and Garabik, 2011). The Slovak language part of that corpus currently consists of 77 
764 528 words and the Bulgarian language part currently consists of 84 947 528 words. The corpus is uploaded into 
NoSketch Engine (NSE) system and is sentence aligned. It allows different types of parallel search procedures 
including statistically-based language search. The corpus is a reliable base for different types of statistically-based 
parallel language research study for which some results are already published (Dimitrova and Garabik, 2014). 
Additionally to that corpus is the Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian EUROPARL 7 corpus which consists of 
texts from both Bulgarian and Slovak part of EUROPARL 7 corpus (Koehn, 2005). The texts contain proceedings of 
European Parliament sessions and include at about 9 215 000 words of Bulgarian language and 13 000 000 words of 
Slovak language. The corpus is uploaded into Sketch Engine (SE) (Kilgarriff, 2004) and is sentence aligned. It 
allows various types of parallel statistical search. For that corpus also are published some statistically-based parallel 
language research study (Stoykova and Simkova, 2015).         
3. The Sketch Engine  
The Sketch Engine (SE) software allows the use of various approaches to process and evaluate different language 
properties or features and most of them are with multilingual application (Kilgarriff, 2010). Extracting keywords is a 
common and widely used technique to define basic terms of a particular domain. The SE’s software standard options 
for keywords extraction are based on the use of word frequency lists. However, semantic relations can be extracted 
by generation of related word contexts through word concordances. Concordances define context in quantitative 
terms and a further work is needed to be done to define semantic relations by searching for co-occurrences and 
collocations of related keyword.  
Co-occurrences and collocations are words which are most probably to be found with a related keyword. They 
assign semantic relations between the keyword and its particular collocated word which might be of similarity or of 
a distance.  
The statistical approaches used by the SE to search co-occurrence and collocated words are based on defining the 
probability of co-occurrences and collocations. We have used techniques of T−score, MI−score and MI3 − score 
incorporated in the SE for corpus processing and searching. Basically for all, the following terms are used: N - 
corpus size, fA - number of occurrences of the keyword in the whole corpus (the size of the concordance), fB - 
number of occurrences of the collocated keyword in the whole corpus, fAB - number of occurrences of the collocate 
in the concordance (number of co-occurrences). The related formulas for defining T−score, MI−score and 
MI3−score are as follows: 
 
 
The T−score, MI−score and MI3 – score are applicable for processing parallel corpora as well.        
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4. Parallel Time Expressions Search Results 
The NSE and SE electronic text corpora processing systems allow use of several common statistically-based 
techniques to process bilingual parallel corpora among which are parallel generation of concordances, co-
occurrences and collocations for both processed languages. Further, we are going to compare results for parallel 
corpora search for concordances and collocations of time expressions for Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian NSE 
Corpus and Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian SE Corpus.       
4.1. Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian NSE Corpus Search Results 
We will compare the correlation of Slovak word obdobie (period, term) and its possible translation into Bulgarian 
by generation of parallel bilingual concordances for that word from Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian NSE 
Corpus. The word obdobie (and its inflected forms) has 44 039 occurrences in the corpus and correlates with 
Bulgarian word период (period) 17 117 occurrences and срок (term) with relatively less occurrences. Parts of 










Fig. 1. Parallel bilingual concordances of word obdobie from Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian NSE Corpus. 
The results presented lead to the conclusion that most frequent Bulgarian translation of word obdobie is период. 
They are generated on the base of bilingual sentence alignment and concordance generation but do not imply 
anything about its semantic relations. To detect semantic relations we need to generate collocations of the word 
obdobie. For that we use T−score and MI−score. The generated results are presented at Fig. 2 and are as follows: 
 
Fig. 2. The collocations candidates for the word obdobie from Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian NSE Corpus. 
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The results present most frequent words which are more probable to be found with the word obdobie. They are 
rokov, počas, etc. and form collocations like obdobie rokov, počas obdobia, etc. which correlate with Bulgarian 
collocations годишен период, през (време на, целия) период(а). The collocation results relate Slovak time 
expressions to Bulgarian time expressions with respect to their semantic translations. 
It is interesting to note that Slovak language also uses the word period but its meaning is different from that word 
in Bulgarian (период). To detect the translation correlations of that word we need to generate parallel bilingual 
concordances of the word period for Slovak and Bulgarian language.  
The results show that the Slovak word perióda (and its inflected forms) has 137 occurrences in the corpus. Its 
correlated Bulgarian translation word is цикъл (cycle, series). The examples illustrate also the phenomenon of so-
called “false friends of translator” and show the relation between words from both source and target language which 
sound similar but express different semantics. The results also imply that the methodology we use is reliable with 
respect to words semantic properties.    
4. 2. Bulgarian-Slovak /Slovak-Bulgarian SE Corpus Search Results  
 For that part of our research we are going to compare the occurrences of Slovak word obdobie (period, term) and 
its correlated Bulgarian words by generating parallel concordances and collocations from Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-
Bulgarian SE Corpus. The word obdobie (and its inflected forms) has 6 811 occurrences in the corpus and correlates 
with Bulgarian word период (period) - 2 107 occurrences, срок (term) - 160 occurrences, etc.  
The generated collocations of word obdobie use T−score and MI−score and include words like počas and rokov. 
They are similar to that from Bulgarian-Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian NSE Corpus (Fig. 2). 
The results also imply that despite differences in size of both used electronic text corpora, the general semantic 
properties of time expressions are properly evaluated by the methodology used and their translations are correct in 
both languages.  
5. Conclusion 
The results achieved lead to the conclusion that both parallel bilingual sentence aligned Bulgarian-
Slovak/Slovak-Bulgarian electronic text corpora are reliable source for comparative study and investigation of time 
expressions for both languages. Also, the methodology to use parallel concordances and collocations is language-
independent approach to evaluate words semantic properties (Stoykova and Petkova, 2012) and can differentiate 
very subtle word semantic features with respect to their correct translation. 
Further, it is interesting to improve that methodology by introducing to it detection of some specific grammar 
features. 
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